


Madre More than a Lobby Chair. 



Designed for the public in 

mind. 
Public spaces are constantly fill with people. People from  
all walk of life… Be it physical challenge, or with lots of  
belongings with you, Madre is designed to look into  

this persistent problem. 
With Madre, more spaces can be created, for more 
people and more congested places. 

Rounded Corner 
Designed to create 

wider walking space 

Wider Walkway 
Calculated design to 

create wider 

clearance 

Convenience 
Chair end was 

designed for better 

accessibility 

Spacious 
To ease the high traffic 

problems 

More Legs room 
More space created for better 

comfort and movement 



Essential Space. 
Waiting at a crowded spaces can be frustrating. 
Everyone deserves a space of their own. 
No matter what kind of condition.  
 
Madre was borne through observations, 

researches and interviews, to meet the basic 
requirements and solve the ever crowded 
environment. 

Wheel-chair friendly 
Bigger objects like 

wheelchair or baby 

stroller could access 

easily 

Easy Access 
The corner of the chair 

was designed for easy 

access without blocking 

the main pathway 

Legs Room 
The curve corner allows 

better legs room and 

ease of access for 

disabled or senior citizen 



Smart Design. 
Each details can be seen on the chair itself. 
Every single design comes with a reason and 
significance.  
From crafting out your personally space to 
creating more legs room, Madre is more than 

just a lobby chair. 

Comfort 
Underneath the chair 

was designed to be 

hollow, so legs could 

tuck under for more 

spaces  

Visually Smart 
The backrest was 

designed a little lower 

than usual lobby chair, 

this gives the working 

staff better overall 

visual across the floor 

Personal Space 
Individual space is craft 

out so that everyone is 

allocated to their own 

space 



Metal Legs 

Specifications 

Options 

Colors Options 

CN-1104ALRN CN-1104ALN CN-1104AN CN-1103ALN CN-1103ARN CN-1103AN 

CN-110BN CN-W1103BN 

Wooden Legs 

CN-W1104ALRN CN-W1104ALN CN-W1104AN CN-W1103ALN CN-W1103ARN CN-W1103AN 

Wooden Legs Metal Legs 

CN-W110BN CN-1103BN 

Wooden Legs with foldable backrest 

CN-W1153 

Seat & Back Cushion / PVC Leather 

Back Cushion (Optional)  / Fabric 




